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Abstract

In this supplementary material, we present fully detailed
information on 1) the proposed MillionCelebs dataset; 2)
the Cooperative Learning algorithm; 3) wrong case anal-
ysis; 4) a comparison with noisy label learning methods.

S1. The MillionCelebs Dataset

To promote state-of-the-art face recognition perfor-
mance and facilitate the study on large-scale deep learning,

we collect the MillionCelebs dataset, which contains 87.0M
images of 1M celebrities originally, and 18.8M images of
636K celebrities after cleansed by FaceGraph.

With a name list of 1M celebrities from Freebase [1] pro-
vided by Guo et al. [5], we download 50-100 images for
each identity from Internet Image Search Engine in three
months. Since the original images take up too much space,
MTCNN [10] is used to synchronously detect faces, and
only the cropped face warps are stored. Following the im-
age saving protocol of VGGFace2 [2], we save the face
warps within 1.3 times the bounding boxes. For training,
the faces are aligned with similarity transformation, resized
to the shape 112×112, and normalized by subtracting 127.5

(a) ID: 07zv46 (b) ID: 0j 7c8c

(c) ID: 0bvpk2 (d) ID: 0jy0sy5

Figure S1: Examples of MillionCelebs cleansed by FaceGraph of four identities.
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Figure S2: Detailed demography statistics of MillionCelebs cleansed by FaceGraph.

Figure S3: From left to right: Left/Removed images in one
class.

and divided by 128. Figure S1 shows example images of
four identities after cleansed by FaceGraph. As shown in
the Figure, MillionCelebs provides in-the-wild face images
of high quality and cleanliness, and also contains a big va-
riety for one person. In Figure S3, we visualize the result
of cleansing ID “05f5ck7” to intuitively show the perfor-
mance of FaceGraph. Faces in the left block remain in the
dataset, and faces in the right block are removed. It is ob-
served that the search engine indeed returns many incorrect
images, and the incorrect people usually have entity rela-
tionships with the correct one. For example, searching for
an actor can also get his partner, and searching for a coach
can also get his teammates. FaceGraph performs well at
distinguishing wanted faces in a noisy environment.

The paper describes brief information about Million-
Celebs. Figure S2 shows more detailed demography statis-
tics. Different from many celebrity datasets in which most
identities are actors, MillionCelebs contains a big range of
professions. Celebrities in MillionCelebs are a subset of the
large collaborative knowledge base, Freebase [1], in where
we can extract personal information such as gender, ethnic-
ity, profession, nationality, religion, and date of birth and
death. With the abundant statistical information, we can
easily select a subset of MillionCelebs to meet the research
needs, for instance, the race or gender bias problem [8] in
deep face recognition.

S2. Cooperative Learning

We present detailed training procedures. Algorithm 1
separately trains GGN and LGN. Algorithm 2 trains Face-

Algorithm 1 FaceGraph - GGN + LGN

Input: Global Graph Net Gθ, Local Graph Net Lφ, train-

ing set S =
{(
G, X, Ŷ

)}
, number of GGN iterations

IG, number of LGN iterations IL, batch size N
Output: optimal parameters θ, φ
• Initial θ and φ.
for i = 1, · · · , IG do
• Randomly select N samples from set S to get the
input mini-batch M .
• Update θ by the GGN loss LG.

end for
for i = 1, · · · , IL do
• Randomly select N samples from set S to get the
input mini-batch M .
• Forward propagate Gθ with M to get input graphs
and features

{(
GL, XL, ŶL

)}
for Lφ.

• Update φ by the LGN loss LL.
end for

Algorithm 2 FaceGraph - CL

Input: Global Graph Net Gθ, Local Graph Net Lφ, train-

ing set S =
{(
G, X, Ŷ

)}
, number of iterations I , batch

size N , scaling factor α
Output: optimal parameters θ, φ
• Initial θ and φ.
for i = 1, · · · , I do
• Randomly select N samples from set S to get the
input mini-batch M .
• Update θ by the GGN loss LG.
• Forward propagate Gθ with M to get input graphs
and features

{(
GL, XL, ŶL

)}
for Lφ.

• Update φ by the LGN loss LL.
• Update θ by α× LL.

end for

Graph with Cooperative Learning (CL). The end-to-end CL
algorithm effectively unifies global and local scales so that
GGN and LGN can promote each other during training.
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Figure S4: Cleansing one identity. Green rectangles: the
true positives. Yellow rectangles: the false negatives.

S3. Wrong Case Analysis
Figure S4 shows the result of cleansing ID “0k8rzzq”.

There are 63 face images downloaded from the search en-
gine with tags in the upper right corner. The positive sam-
ples are marked with green or yellow rectangles. The noise
rate is as high as 55%. The green rectangles mark all true
positives, and the yellow rectangles mark all false negatives.
It is observed that no negative images are accepted, but two
positive images are removed by mistake, resulting in 100%
precision and 92.8% recall. “58 0” is removed because of
low resolution and large pose, and “71 0” is removed be-
cause of the large age span. Therefore, although FaceGraph
achieves remarkable cleansing results in general, how to
distinguish such difficult cases is still worth further study.

S4. Noisy Label Learning
There are usually two methods to effectively address the

label noise problem: data cleansing and noisy label learn-
ing. The data cleansing methods attempt to remove the la-
bel noise directly to obtain better training data. The pro-
posed FaceGraph is a novel large-scale data cleansing al-
gorithm based on GCN, which can achieve state-of-the-art
cleansing performance on the face recognition datasets. On
the other hand, the noisy label learning methods deploy all
noisy data for training and design a filtering algorithm to
reduce the impact of noisy data on the training process, that

Method CALFW CPLFW AgeDB CFP Avg.
Co-Mining 91.06 87.31 94.05 95.87 92.07
FaceGraph 91.52 88.85 93.98 95.69 92.51

Table S1: Results (%) of noisy label learning and data
cleansing methods training on VGGFace2 [2] dataset.

Method CALFW CPLFW AgeDB CFP Avg.
Co-Mining 93.28 85.70 95.80 93.32 92.02
FaceGraph 94.23 87.42 95.85 94.99 93.12

Table S2: Results (%) of noisy label learning and data
cleansing methods training on MS1M [5] dataset.

is, to achieve end-to-end cleansing and training. If the filter-
ing algorithm is designed properly, the noisy label learning
methods can make up for the loss caused by the wrongly
cleansed data in the data cleansing methods. For example,
state-of-the-art Co-Mining [9] deploys two peer networks to
detect noisy labels with the loss values, then exchanges the
high-confidence clean faces to alleviate the errors accumu-
lated issue and re-weights the predicted clean faces to make
them dominant to learn discriminative features.

This raises an intuitive question: Which of the data
cleansing and noisy label learning is more effective when
processing a face recognition dataset? The performance
comparison between FaceGraph and Co-Mining [9] is re-
ported in Table S1 and Table S2. For a fair comparison, we
follow the same experimental setup as in Co-Mining [9].
For example, MobileFaceNet [3] with 512-dimension out-
put features is trained from scratch with batch size 512. m
and s in ArcFace loss [4] are set 0.5 and 32, respectively.
CALFW [12], CPLFW [11], AgeDB [6] and CFP [7] are
used for evaluation. It is observed that FaceGraph out-
performs Co-Mining [9] on processing noisy MS1M [5]
and VGGFace2 [2]. For the less noisy VGGFace2, Face-
Graph performs better on CALFW [12] and CPLFW [11]
in the four evaluation sets. The model trained by MS1M
that is cleansed by FaceGraph comprehensively surpasses
Co-Mining on the four evaluation sets to improve the av-
erage accuracy by 1.10%. This shows that state-of-the-art
cleansing method FaceGraph performs better than state-of-
the-art noisy label learning method Co-Mining, especially
in the case of big noise. This is as expected because most
noisy label learning methods like Co-Mining [9] are hard
to converge from scratch and hard to distinguish signals
from large noise. As illustrated in the paper, the proposed
FaceGraph aims to cleanse large-scale severely noisy data
like collected data from the web. Unfortunately, noisy label
learning approaches are less effective in this case.
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